
Appendix 

Table 3. Additional quotes from career humanitarians  
Humanitarian motivations and altruism  Responsibilities 

“I do feel like I have a personal responsibility to, in some small 

way.” [13F]. “Most of what we have in our lives is very 

circumstantial and you’ve been given a lot of opportunities not 

because of who you are and what you’ve merited, but because of 

chance… so you have a responsibility to then utilize those to the 

best service to the rest of the people”[30F]. 

Rights and solidarity 

“I understand and identify with the idea that people have rights to 

certain things and that aid organizations can help them to achieve 

them” [32M]. 

Charity/Philanthropy 

Well charity is a word that I don’t like… for me charity is not 

socio-justice. Charity is I am rich and I give to you because 

you’re poor. That’s what I understand with charity, so it’s not a 

very positive concept for me” [24F]. 

Values 

“I grew up in a family that was pretty oriented towards some kind 

of service” [40F].“So, I always wanted to do something… to be 

part of a community helping the others. That was my idea” [20F]. 

Triggering factors 

“During my medical school [I] met a public health professor, 

which really changed my year. Meeting him and discussing with 

him the issue of public health and community health, I was really 

motivated and moved to work in the developing world” [16F]. 

“I think several years ago I became disappointed and somewhat 

unhappy with the state of affairs in the world, and I thought that 

rather than be disappointed maybe I should try and do something 

to sort of be more positive.” [21M].“As a citizen of Europe, I was 

very much touched with the Bosnian war, which started in ’92. 

And being really touched, maybe for life, on what was happening 

to my neighbors” [36M]. “It wasn’t like it was a calling for 

me…” [40F]. “you have as many different motivations as you 

have people” [22F]. 

The mission of organizations and collective 

motives 

 

 “I think they want to improve or change the world. A lot of 

people are really driven, you know, really amazing people are 

working there. I mean the people are extremely brilliant and 

dedicated”[18M].“ 

 Personal and emotional experience  Emotional preparation 

“The first time I left … I was not prepared, not prepared. It was in 

fact sometimes very difficult, emotionally as well as 

professionally” [16F].“Emotionally speaking, you cant be 

prepared…it’s just impossible” [36M]. “I don’t know how you 

prepare people for this. It’s more a process of natural selection” 

[40F].“I don’t think I would have liked more training beforehand. 

I do think there could have been a lot better systems during. Like, 

in crises, to have help staff cope… And it think I would have 

appreciated coversations after I was finished about what kind of 

support was available” [31F]. 

Emotional experiences 

Emotionally [my experience was] pretty tough sometimes…. a lot 

of children dying of hunger every day. I mean, this is tough, I 

mean they die in your arms…it affects you” [24F]. “I was not 



aware of the security restrictions we would have and so that was 

difficult. That was probably the biggest challenge” [15F]  

Burn out and copying strategies  “It’s structurally impossible to work a normal set of hours” 

[40F]. 

“I think everybody burns out…I think the institution of 

humanitarian aid is not set up to take care of humanitarian 

workers, and to provide space for debrief[ing]…and stepping 

back” [42F].“I think it’s just taking the good parts of it and 

putting it in a way that you can have a life style that gives you 

something much more balanced, where family, friends, your 

physical and your mental and your spiritual are all well taken care 

of” [35F].  

Personal impact and outlook for continued 

humanitarian commitment 

How has this experience changed you? 

 “I think it’s definitely shown me the way, more the way the 

world is….it taught me not to be judgmental anymore” [17F]. 

Humanitarian views and perspective Defining population 

“They are much more than beneficiaries. They are human beings” 

[36M]. “I tend to… use words such as women, girls, community” 

[42F].“If I have to define them myself - human beings” [24F]. 

. “I really view the community as people…who have their own 

thinking and their own thoughts to develop around, a program or 

services that they want…and the changes that they are going to 

make.” [31F].“When we work in the field most of the people that 

we work with are from the country we work in and...There is a lot 

of capacity there, people…are not helpless victims by any 

means.”[7M]. 

Being viewed by population 

“I think they like us… I think we are very respected because 

people really appreciate the support we gave them.” [15F]. 

“I’ve had good experiences there, in that. People were grateful for 

what we brought. I think we were an option in an ocean of non-

options” [28F].“It depends on how long [my organization] has 

been in the field or in a specific country” [36M]. 

“[We are] an understandable resource [for] people that really 

have nothing, people that are in a very bad situation. People…use 

us to their advantage to get by, to survive.” [32M]. 

Accountability 

“[We are] accountable to the teams [we] are working for…the 

national and international staff…the donors… and the 

beneficiaries” [35F]. “We did not develop yet a sense of 

accountability to the patients…it is difficult to address th[is] 

accountability” [36M].“The biggest part of the funding should 

belong to the beneficiaries and through a participatory system 

they should decide how to use the funds…[my organization] uses 

a participatory approach in most of their interventions” [44F]. 

“I mean the funding is given to us to use for the beneficiaries” 

[22F]. “Well they are involved minimally [for funding], and I 

think, they could be involved in a limited manner, but I think 

what you lose is… the effectivity…you know, you have to make 

choices...”[27M]. 

Right-based approach to humanitarian assistance 

“If we’re talking about humanitarian relief, you know, literally 

the first two weeks after an emergency, then it is not easily 

implemented. I think most practitioners always…have it in 



mind…in the back of their mind when they are designing things, 

but in that atmosphere, you really, you know, you’re just getting 

stuff out the door and you don’t think about that.” [13F].  

“I think that remembering that we’re talking fundamental life in a 

moral dimension is helpful and we probably should, should do it 

more.”[7M].“I see it is looking at more a community based 

model….if you’re targeting the people who need to be targeted so 

you’re really getting right to what you need to do instead of 

versus kind of skirting around it”[17F]. “We always need to 

consider [rights] in whatever humanitarian work is being done. 

But in emergency settings, you don’t necessarily have the time to 

involve the community…” [15F]. “Holding agencies accountable 

is extremely difficult to actually implement”[14F]. 

“I think that rights-based approaches are much more related to 

development and that happens, you know, as you move out of an 

emergency” [15F]. “I think each of us as a practitioners [believe] 

people do have a right to receive a very high standard of care… 

But on the other hand, the way that we work is to assess what the 

needs are …and not speak about someone’s right to health care 

…but their actual health problems based on what we see”[32M].  

Humanitarian operation and organization Decision making process 

“All of [the organization’s] decision are … shared and discussed 

with the people in the field”[16F].“I think that [our organization] 

has a very strong local volunteer base, so all the actions are 

decided and implemented in collaboration with them.” [44F]..   

“More or less. I mean I think some are political. For instance, you 

know, we were in Iraq, you know right in Bagdad, but then it 

became US money and working through contractors became 

dangerous for us and many other countries. Before that, sort of 

pseudo-political reason, we are now only in certain areas of Iraq. 

So sometimes it can be political”. [13F]. “Lets say that I 

generally understand [decision-making] but we may have 

misunderstanding with headquarters” [41F] 

Impression towards the overall work of INGOs  

“Some [NGOs] are quite specialized and quite good, they… will 

really back up their programs with knowledgeable people and 

services that can instruct, or…support, the field team.” [28F]. 

Views towards United Nation agencies 

“It’s a little bit too bureaucratic in our view” [30F]. 

“In times of conflict and emergencies, we do feel that the UN is 

not so effectives, the coordination is not adapted, in our view, to 

responding to emergencies” [30F]. 

Future of humanitarian access “I think the humanitarian space is much less than what it was…I 

think the involvement of politics…restricts the humanitarian 

space that we’re meant to work [in]…[and] I think the confusion 

between humanitarian military actors has very much restricted the 

space” [42F]. 

 
 


